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We explore in-depth the interfacial interaction between Fe3O4 nanoparticles and graphene nanosheets

as well as its impact on the electrochemical performance of Fe3O4/graphene anode materials for

lithium-ion batteries. Fe3O4/graphene hybrid materials are prepared by direct pyrolysis of

Fe(NO3)3?9H2O on graphene sheets. The interfacial interaction between Fe3O4 and graphene

nanosheets is investigated in detail by thermogravimetric and differential scanning calorimetry

analysis, Raman spectrum, X-ray photoelectron energy spectrum and Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy. It was found that Fe3O4 nanoparticles disperse homogeneously on graphene sheets, and

form strong covalent bond interactions (Fe–O–C bond) with graphene basal plane. The strong

covalent links ensure the high specific capacity and long-period cyclic stability of Fe3O4/graphene

hybrid electrodes for lithium-ion batteries at high current density. The capacity keeps as high as

796 mAhg21 after 200 cycles without any fading in comparison with the first reversible capacity at the

current density of 500 mAg21 (ca. 0.6 C). At 1 Ag21 (ca. 1.3 C), the reversible capacity attains ca.

550 mAhg21 and 97% of initial capacity is maintained after 300 cycles. This work reveals an

important factor affecting the high-rate and cyclic stability of metal oxide anode, and provides an

effective way to the design of new anode materials for lithium-ion batteries.

Introduction

Electrode materials with the high specific capacity, high-rate

performance, and long-term cyclic lifetime for next-generation

lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are in great need to supply high

power for portable electronic devices and even electric vehicles.1

The transition metal oxides (such as Fe3O4, CoO, and NiO), as

the potential alternative anode materials for LIBs, possess the

promisingly high theoretical specific capacities, which is almost

two times higher than that of carbon materials.2 However, three

main drawbacks limit their application in further: (1) low

electronic conductivity; (2) large volume change during the

charge-discharge processes, resulting in the failure of electrical

contact and structural collapse; and (3) subsequent aggregation

of metal/metal oxide nanoparticles during the cycle process, due

to their high surface area and activity.3–7 One of the common

strategies to resolve these problems is to prepare carbon-based

composite by coating metal/metal oxide with carbon layers or

dispersing them into carbon matrix.3–8 It is expected that the

carbon materials can, on one hand, improve the electrical con-

ductivity of metal oxide, and on the other hand, act as a buffer

for volume change and subsequent aggregation of metal oxide

particles, owing to their high electronic and ionic conductivities,

small volume expansion, high mechanical strength, and relative

lightness. Up to now, cycle performance of metal oxide at low

rate in the range from dozens to one hundred cycles can be

improved efficiently in these reports.3–7 Unfortunately, the true

improvement of long-period cycle performance at high rate, for

most of them has not yet been achieved.

The rising of graphene also opens up new opportunities for design

of novel anode materials for the next-generation LIBs, because

graphene nanosheets (GNSs) possess many excellent properties,

including high thermal conductivity (ca. 3000 Wm21K21), high

mechanical stiffness (1060 GPa), extraordinary electronic transport

properties, and large specific surface areas (2600 m2g21).9,10

Recently, many efforts have also been made to prepare graphene-

based nanocomposites with metal oxides including SnO2,11,12

Fe3O4,
13–16 Co3O4,17 TiO2,18 CuO,19 and Mn3O4

20 as electrode

materials for LIBs. Compared with other carbon/metal oxide
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composites, some of graphene-based metal/metal oxide hybrids

exhibited a largely improved electrochemical performance.

However, their long-period cycle performance at high rate is still

unsatisfactory, because their high-rate capabilities are measured

using the stepwise cycles at various high current densities, and no

more than 10 cycles at every current density are far from practical

application (see the ESI, Table S1{). This may be attributed to that

metal/metal oxide nanoparticles are still prone to aggregating into

large particles during the cycles,21 because metal/metal oxide

nanoparticles can only be distributed simply on the surface of

graphene or between the graphene layers rather than form perfect

encapsulation-structure just as shown by other carbon nano-

materials.3–7 Large volume change in the charge/discharge processes

will accelerate the aggregation and further exacerbate the high-rate

and cycle performances.4 One way to overcome this problem is

to design elaborately the graphene-encapsulated nanostructures to

segregate the metal oxide nanoparticles.21,22 For example, Yang

et al.21 prepared the graphene-encapsulated Co3O4 nanoparticles.

In spite of these wonderful and interesting nanostructures, their

synthesis processes are also much more complex.

In addition to the design of novel nanostructures, a funda-

mental understanding of interfacial interaction between metal

oxide and graphene is also essential to develop graphene/metal

oxide anodes with excellent cyclic life and high-rate performance.

The interfacial interaction between metal oxide and nanocarbon

(graphene, carbon nanotubes, and even other carbon materials)

in nanocarbon/metal oxide composites are associated with their

preparation methods, which can be divided into in situ growth

and ex situ approach (link pre-synthesized nanoparticles to

nanocarbon).23 For the latter, the interaction behaviors can be

easily attributed to covalent, noncovalent, p-stacking, and

electrostatic interactions, according to the pre-designed synthesis

processes.23 However, for the former, which is also common

method for preparation of nanocarbon/metal oxide composite

anode materials,3–8,12–20 the nature of interface between metal

oxide and carbon remains unclear in that a variety of chemical

and physical processes for the formation of composites, and

complex microstructures of most carbon materials heightened

the difficulty to obtain direct information about the interface.

Compared with other nanocarbons, the thin 2-D nanostructure

and uniform hybridization of carbon atoms of graphene provide

an ideal model to investigate in detail the interfacial interaction

between metal oxide and carbon. Moreover, the interfacial

interaction between metal oxide/metal and nanocarbon is of

interest and also particular importance, because they not only

control the catalytic growth of carbon nanotubes or graphene,24

but also play a crucial role in promoting various applications of

carbon-based metal oxide composites.25,26 The interface may

also determine the specific capacity and lifetime of graphene-

based anode materials. In fact, enhancing or modulating the

interfacial interaction between nanoparticles and nanocarbons

can lead to additional novel properties25,26 as well as unique

phenomena in our previous reports.7,27 Very recently, Kou et al.

reported that the strong interaction between Pt nanoparticles

and the ITO-graphene interface resulted in the improvement of

catalytic activity of Pt-ITO-graphene.26 These efforts also inspire

us to envision whether the electrochemical performance of

composites can be improved largely by directly enhancing the

interfacial interaction between graphene and metal/meal oxide

nanoparticles. The strong interfacial interaction immobilizes

closely active nanoparticles on the graphene plane during the

charge/discharge process, which is expected to hinder success-

fully the aggregation of nanoparticles and also more efficiently

take advantage of remarking properties of graphene nanosheets.

However, most of the previous efforts only focus on the synthesis

strategies and Li-ion storage tests of graphene-based composites.

To the best of our knowledge, no investigations on the influence

of interfacial interaction between metal oxides and GNS on the

practical application are carried out up to now.3

In this work, we demonstrate the possibility of improving the

electrochemical performance of graphene-based metal oxide by

tuning the interfacial interaction between graphene and metal

oxide. Using Fe3O4/graphene hybrids as an example, we probe

the interfacial properties between Fe3O4 and GNS, and, for the

first time, reveal the interesting influence of interfacial interac-

tion on the electrochemical performance of the hybrid. We

applied two methods to prepare Fe3O4/graphene hybrids: 1)

in situ method and 2) ultrasonic mixing, and the composites

obtained are named as M1-GNS and M2-GNS, respectively.

This work gives new insight into the metal oxide-graphene

interaction: The Fe3O4 nanoparticles in M1-GNS can be linked

to graphene surface by the covalent bonding, while no distinct

interaction exists in M2-GNS. When they are used as anode

materials for LIBs, both M1- and M2-GNS possess similar high

specific capacity and cyclic stability at a low current density. And

strong interfacial interaction ensures that M1-GNS exhibits a

remarkable high-rate performance: a high specific capacity of

550 mAhg21 and excellent cyclic stability that is as long as 300

cycles without obvious fading at a current density of 1 Ag21.

Experimental section

Preparation of graphene nanosheets

The graphene nanosheets (GNSs) were fabricated in our

previous work.28 Then, the obtained GNSs were annealed at

1000 uC for 3 h in the Ar gas flow in order to remove the most

oxygen-containing groups in GNSs. The GNSs after annealing

were used to prepare graphene/metal oxide hybride nanosheets in

the subsequent experimental procedure.

Preparation of Fe3O4/graphene hybrid nanosheets

The M1-GNS was prepared by in situ growth of Fe3O4 on GNSs

surface. Typically, the GNSs (20 mg) and Fe(NO3)3?9H2O

(336 mg) were dispersed in 40 ml ethanol and tip-sonicated for

30 min with a Misonix 3000 probe sonicator at 100 W. Then,

after removing ethanol at 80 uC under vigorous stirring, the

Fe3O4/graphene hybrid nanosheets (M1-GNS) were obtained by

annealing the mixture of GNSs and Fe(NO3)3 at 500 uC for 3 h

in nitrogen gas atmosphere.

For comparison, the Fe3O4/graphene hybrid nanosheets (M2-

GNS) with the same content of Fe3O4 as M1-GNS were also

prepared by the mechanical mixing. The Fe3O4 nanoparticles

were supplied by the Alfa Aesar. Typically, the GNSs (30 mg)

and Fe3O4 nanoparticles (70 mg) were dispersed in 40 ml ethanol

and tip-sonicated for 30 min with a Misonix 3000 probe sonicator

at 100 W. After the sonication, the mixture was filtered over a

PTFE membrane (0.2 mm pore size), and the filter cake was rinsed
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twice with 50 ml of ethanol. After washing, the Fe3O4/graphene

composite was dried at 100 uC in a vacuum oven.

Characterization

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) and high-resolution

transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) measurements were

carried out with a JEOL JEM-3010 F microscope operating at

300 kV. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation was

conducted on a Hitachi S-4700 field emission scanning electron

microscope.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed with

a Rigaku D/max-2500B2+/PCX system using Cu Ka radiation

(l = 1.5406 Å) over the range of 5–90u (2h) at room temperature.

Thermogravimetry (TG) and differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) measurements were conducted on a NETZSCH STA449C

simultaneous thermal instrument. The samples (ca. 5 mg) were

heated from room temperature to 1000 uC at 10 uC/min under

flowing oxygen (24 ml/min).

The Raman spectra were recorded from 1000 to 2000 cm21 at

room temperature using a HR 800 Raman spectrometer (produced

by HORIBA Jobin Yvon company) with an excitation line of

532 nm and using an Olympus microscope and a 50 6 microscopy

objective to focus the laser beam onto a spot of 1 mm2.

X-ray photoelectron energy spectra (XPS) spectra were

recorded using monochromatic AlK(1486.6 eV) X-ray sources

with 30 eV pass energy in 0.5 eV step over an area of 650 mm 6
650 mm to the sample. Before XPS measurement, the sample is

degassed under a high-vacuum condition (,1027 Pa) to remove

the adsorbed water and oxygen. Atomic concentrations were

calculated using peak areas of elemental lines after Shirley

background subtraction and taking account of the sensitivity

factors, the asymmetry parameters as well as the measured

analyzer transmission function.

The functional group information of samples was measured by

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR, Nicolet Nexus 670).

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller specific surface areas were measured

with an ASAP 2020 Micromeritics Instrument at 77 K.

Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical performances of the samples were tested

using coin cells.29 Working electrode was prepared by mixing the

active mass (M1-GNS, M2-GNS, GNS, or Fe3O4), acetylene

black, and poly (vinylidene difluoride) at a weight ratio of

80 : 10 : 10. And counter electrode was the lithium sheet.

Electrolyte was one molar LiPF6 solution in ethylene carbo-

nate/dimethyl carbonate (1 : 1 v/v). The cells were tested at

various current densities in the voltage range from 0.01 to 3.0 V.

AC impedance spectra were obtained by applying a sine wave

with amplitude of 5.0 mV over the frequency range from 100 kHz

to 0.01 Hz on an electrochemical workstation (CHI 660B).

Results and discussion

The morphologies and nanostructures of GNSs obtained were

investigated by SEM and HRTEM. Fig. 1a reveals that the free-

standing two-dimensional GNSs with wave-like structure are

almost transparent nanosheets under the electron beam. Fig. 1b

shows a representative HRTEM image of GNS, which is also not

perfectly flat but exhibits many intrinsic wrinkles. The wrinkles

indicate that the GNS is composed of 3 individual monoatomic

graphene layers. And the interlayer spacing (ca. 3.7 Å) is also

larger than that (3.354 Å) of natural graphite. XRD pattern of

dried GNSs shows a broad C(002) diffraction peak at 25u
(Fig. 2a), corresponding to the relative short-range order in

stacked graphene sheets.28,30–32

The morphology and structure of M1-GNS were also

investigated in detail. Its typical SEM image (Fig. 3a) shows

clearly that GNS was decorated by Fe3O4 nanoparticles with the

diameters in the range of 30–50 nm. The distribution of magne-

tite particles on graphene sheets is uniform, and no aggregated

or free particles are detected. From the low-magnification TEM

image (Fig. 3b), it can also be seen that all the magnetite

nanoparticles supported on GNSs appear just like dark dots, and

there are no free nanoparticles around GNSs. Closer observation

(Fig. 3c) reveals no aggregation of nanoparticles, and morpho-

logy and size of nanoparticles are consistent with that in the

SEM observations. The HRTEM image (Fig. 3d) displays the

high-crystalline of nanoparticles. The lattice fringe spacing

between two adjacent crystal planes of the particles was

Fig. 1 (a) SEM and (b) HRTEM images of original GNSs.
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determined to be 0.29 nm, corresponding to the (220) lattice

plane of cubic Fe3O4. XRD pattern of M1-GNS (Fig. 2b) also

exhibits that all of the diffraction peaks are very sharp and

indexed well with pure Fe3O4, indicating high crystalline

structure and high phase purity of Fe3O4. Interestingly, there is

no C (002) diffraction peak in the XRD pattern of M1-GNS,

suggesting the disappearance of face-to-face stacking of GNSs. It

is reasonable to believe that Fe3O4 nanoparticles act as a spacer

to keep isolated GNSs separated according to the previous

result.30 The content of Fe3O4 in M1-GNS was determined to be

ca. 70 wt% by the removal of Fe3O4 in HCl solution.

For comparison, the commercial Fe3O4 nanoparticles were

also employed to prepare Fe3O4/graphene hybrids (M2-GNS)

with the same content as that in M1-GNS by an ultrasonic

mixing method. The diffraction intensity of peaks in XRD

pattern of the chosen Fe3O4 particles (Fig. 2c) is almost the same

to that of M1-GNS. According to calculation by the Scherrer

equation, the average diameter of commercial Fe3O4 particles is

about 48.7 nm, which is slightly less than that of Fe3O4 in

M1-GNS. SEM image (Fig. 4a) also reveals that size-distribution

of commercial Fe3O4 is very uniform. HRTEM image of a Fe3O4

nanoparticle (Fig. 4b) confirms its high crystalline. These results

suggest that the average particle size and crystallization of

commercial Fe3O4 nanoparticles used here are very similar to

those of the nanoparticles in M1-GNS. These magnetite nano-

particles in M2-GNS are also mixed homogeneously with GNSs.

XRD pattern (Fig. 2d) shows the disappearance of C(002) peak,

indicating that Fe3O4 nanoparticles are introduced uniformly to

space between the isolated GNSs, and hinder successfully their

aggregation due to van der Waals force. It must be mentioned

that ultrasound is a very key factor to open up the interlayer

between GNSs, because only a simple mechanical blending

without ultrasonication (see the ESI, Fig. S1{) can not make

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of (a) original GNSs, (b) M1-GNS, (c) original

Fe3O4 nanoparticles, and (d) M2-GNS.

Fig. 3 (a) SEM, (b) and (c) TEM, (d) HRTEM images of M1-GNS, and

(e) enlarged HRTEM image of the selected area marked by a box in (d).

Fig. 4 (a) SEM and (b) HRTEM images of commercial Fe3O4

nanoparticles; and (c, d) SEM, (e) TEM, and (f) HRTEM images of

M2-GNS.
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Fe3O4 nanoparticles insert the interlayer. The SEM images of

M2-GNS (Fig. 4c, d) show that Fe3O4 nanoparticles are

dispersed uniformly on GNS or insert the interlayers, which is

consistent with the XRD measurement (Fig. 2d). The TEM

images (Fig. 4e, f) also reveal that Fe3O4 nanoparticles are

loaded on the thin GNSs and no free particles around the GNSs.

These results indicate that morphology and structures of

M2-GNS are also very similar to those of M1-GNS. However,

the interaction between Fe3O4 and GNSs in M1-GNS is much

stronger than that in M2-GNS, which is confirmed by

subsequent analysis.

First, the interfacial interaction in M1- and M2-GNS was

investigated by TG and DSC in the oxygen atmosphere (Fig. 5),

because it is well known that the types of contact (loose-or tight-

contact) between the metal/metal oxide catalysts and carbons are

the key factors for oxidation reactivity of carbon over the

catalysts.33 For GNS, there is a dramatic mass loss at the range

of 550–665 uC accompanied by an exothermic DSC peak at

650 uC, which can be attributed to the oxidation of graphene and

emission of CO2/CO gas. Oxidation temperature for M2-GNS is

just a little lower than that for GNS, and DSC peak is at 625 uC.

However, the oxidation temperature for M1-GNS decreases

largely to only 450 uC. Interestingly, the oxidation temperature

of residual graphene sheets return to the 590 uC after removing

Fe3O4 in M1-GNS, suggesting that Fe3O4 nanoparticles in

M1-GNS accelerate the oxidation of graphene sheets. Our case is

quite similar to the previous reports,33 in which Neeft et al.

showed that Fe2O3 can effectively promote the oxidation of

carbon in tight contact mode but perform hardly any activity in

loose contact. In addition, Fig. S2 (see the ESI{) shows that the

carbothermal reduction temperature (ca. 680 uC) between Fe3O4

and GNSs in M1-GNS in an inert gas atmosphere is much lower

than that in M2-GNS (ca. 964 uC), further confirming the tighter

contact between Fe3O4 and GNS in M1-GNS.

The different interaction behaviors between M1- and M2-

GNS can also be confirmed by Raman measurement, which has

been proved a powerful tool to investigate the modification of

graphene and their derivatives.34 Raman spectra in Fig. 6 exhibit

the regular two peaks, corresponding to the D-band line (ca.

1340 cm21) and the G-band line (ca. 1590 cm21). G band

corresponds to the first-order scattering of the E2g mode

observed for sp2 carbon domains, while the pronounced D band

is caused by structural defects or edges that can break the

symmetry and selection rule.34 The intensity ratio of D band to

G band (ID/IG) is usually used to measure the graphitization

degree of carbon materials. Both GNSs and M2-GNS have the

same value of ID/IG (see the ESI, Table S2{), 0.93, while that of

M1-GNS increases to ca. 1.04, indicating that the Fe3O4 in

M1-GNS leads to the increased disorder of graphene layers. The

location of G peak has ever been used to reveal the interaction

between nanoparticles and graphene or carbon nanotubes.35 For

GNS and M2-GNS, the G peaks locate at 1583 cm21 (see the

ESI, Table S2{). However, the G peak of M1-GNS shifts to

1592 cm21. Generally, the shift of G peak in Raman spectra of

carbon-based composite with nanocrystals means the charge

transfer between carbon materials and nanocrystals.35 The

Fe3O4 nanoparticles induce blue-shift of G band by 9 cm21 in

M1-GNS, suggesting the charge transfer from graphene to

Fe3O4. After removing Fe3O4, the G band returns to 1585 cm21,

which should be attributed to the graphitic ‘‘self-healing’’.

According to the results of TG-DSC and Raman measurements,

it can be concluded that there is no distinct interaction between

Fe3O4 and GNS in M2-GNS, and they keep their own pristine

state, while the strong interaction occurs in M1-GNS.

The interaction between nanocrystals and nanocarbons

including graphene and carbon nanotubes can be divided into

the chemical link10,36 and physical adsorption.37 The physical

adsorption, especially the van der Waals force, can result in a

weaker interaction, while the chemical link can lead to much

stronger interaction as well as modify strongly the geometric and

electronic structure of graphene due to the change of hybridiza-

tion of carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3. According to analysis

above, Fe3O4 in M1-GNS strongly modified the graphene plane,

indicating the possible presence of chemical bonds between

nanoparticles and graphene. Similar deduction has also been

Fig. 5 (a) TG and (b) DSC curves of (I) GNS, (II) M1-GNS, (III) M2-

GNS, and (IV) graphene sheets obtained from M1-GNS after removing

the Fe3O4 using HCl (1 mol/L).

Fig. 6 Raman spectra of (a) GNS, (b) M2-GNS, (c) M1-GNS, and (d)

graphene sheets obtained from M1-GNS after removing the Fe3O4

nanoparticles.
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done in the previous reports about Fe3O4/carbon nanotubes8 and

NiO/graphite,38 but what kind of bonds have not yet been

identified in these researches.

It should be pointed out that the Fe3O4 nanoparticles in this

case can not be possibly linked with GNSs by organic molecular

chains just like shown in the previous report,39 because no

surfactant was used here. The possible bonds between Fe3O4 and

graphene may be: (1) that iron and carbon atoms are connected

by oxygen atoms to form Fe–O–C bonds,40 and/or (2) a direct

Fe–C bond.41,42 XPS measurements were carried out to obtain

more information. Fig. 7a shows that the GNS is composed of C

and O elements, while M1-GNS is composed of C, O, and Fe

elements. The curve fitting of C1s was carried out by using

Gaussian-Lorentzian peak shape after a Shirley background

correlation. From Fig. 7b, the C1s spectra of GNS and M1-GNS

can be fitted to the mainly non-oxygenated C (CLC/C–C) in

aromatic rings (284.6 eV), and the C in C–O (286.1 eV) and

O–CLO (289.0 eV).43,44 The C–O bonds in oxygen-containing

groups are dominating, which is also consistent with very recent

reports.43,44 The formation of Fe–C bond can be excluded from

the C1s spectrum of M1-GNS in that Fe–C bonds should be

present in 283.3 eV.45 The Fe2p spectra also provide the evidence

for absence of Fe–C bond. In Fig. 7c, the peak of Fe2p3/2 for

M1-GNS is composed of two peaks at 710.0 and 711.7 eV,

corresponding to Fe3O4.46 No peak at 707.5 eV attributed to the

iron atom in Fe–C bond is presented,41 which confirms no

formation of Fe–C bonds again. In addition, it can be calculated

that ca. 39 at% of carbon atoms is bonded with oxygen in

M1-GNS, which more by ca. 11 at% than that in the pristine

GNSs (ca. 28%). It indicates the oxidation of GNSs and presence

of new oxygen-containing groups during the formation of Fe3O4

nanoparticles. Therefore, it can be deduced that Fe3O4 is

possibly linked with GNSs by Fe–O–C bond.

Furthermore, their O1s spectra are also investigated in detail,

which is particularly important to confirm or disprove the

existence of metal-O–C bonds.40,45 In Fig. 7d, the O1s peak of

pristine GNSs is composed of two peaks centered at 533.3 and

531.2 eV. The dominating peak at 533.3 eV should be attributed

to epoxy C–O groups, while the weak one at 531.2 eV

corresponds to carbonyl oxygen in O–CLO groups.43,44 The

O1s peak of GNSs mainly comes from the residual epoxy C–O

groups, which is consistent with the analysis on the C1s spectrum

(Fig. 7b). The O1s peak of M1-GNS can be fitted to three peaks

at 533.3, 531.7, and 530.3 eV. The peak at 533.3 eV should be

attributed to the original oxygen in GNS, while one at 530.3 eV

should arise from Fe3O4.46 The peak at 531.7 eV should be

caused by the bonds between Fe3O4 and graphene, and/or come

from the CLO group, because that the binding energy of O in

Fig. 7 (a) XPS spectra of GNS and M1-GNS, and their (b) C1s, (c) O1s, and (d) Fe2p spectra.
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CLO group (531.2 eV) is very close to this peak. However, this

peak disappears in the residual GNS after Fe3O4 is removed (see

the ESI, Fig. S3{), and is also not detected in M2-GNS (see the

ESI, Fig. S3{). Therefore, the possibility, that the peak comes

mainly from CLO, is ruled out. Thus, the peak at 531.7 eV in

M1-GNS should be attributed mainly to the bond of Fe–O–C

formed between graphene and Fe3O4, which can also be

confirmed from the results in previous reports40 that the binding

energy of O1s in Fe–O–C bond can present in the range of

531–533 eV. Additional evidences supporting the formation of

Fe–O–C bond are O1s peaks for other metal-O–C bonds

including Cu–O–C, Ag–O–C, and Zr–O–C,45 in which the O1s

peak can shift positively by ca. 1–3 eV than that in metal-O

bonds (see the ESI, Table S3{).

FTIR spectra also support the existence of Fe–O–C bonds in

M1-GNS. Fig. 8a shows that three peaks present in the FTIR

spectrum of GNS. The peak located at 1733 cm21 is related to

the CLO stretching.44,47 The next one presented at 1560 cm21

should be attributed to the ring vibrations throughout the

carbon skeleton, while the peak at 1222 cm21 should be caused

by epoxy (C–O–C) groups.47 In comparison with GNS, M1-

GNS exhibits obviously two new IR peaks (Fig. 8b). One peak at

567 cm21 should be attributed to the Fe–O stretching in Fe3O4.

The other is a strong wide absorption peak centered at

1110 cm21, which should be associated with the stretching of

C–O in graphene.47 Interestingly, the intensity of peak at

1110 cm21 decreases obviously as Fe3O4 nanoparticles are

removed (Fig. 8c), revealing that C–O functional groups are also

linked to the Fe3O4 nanoparticles. According to the previous

report,48 in which the vibration of C–O in Fe–O–C bond is at

about 1090 cm21, it can also identify that the presence of the new

wide peak at 1110 cm21 also indicates the formation of Fe–O–C

bonds in M1-GNS.

Subsequently, the electrochemical performance of M1- and

M2-GNS as well as GNS and Fe3O4 nanoparticles were

evaluated by galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements.

Previous reports have also revealed that the electrochemical

performance of metal oxide anode materials was influenced by

many factors, including size, morphology, specific surface area,

dispersion of oxide in carbon matrix, etc.2,8 According to the

previous analysis, morphology, size, and dispersion of Fe3O4

nanoparticles in M1- and M2-GNSs are very alike. The specific

surface area of M2-GNSs (150 m2/g) is larger than that of

M1-GNS (96 m2/g), which also should be attributed to the loose

contact between Fe3O4 nanoparticles and GNSs resulting in

more pores in M2-GNS. Therefore, significant difference

between M2-GNS and M1-GNS is that the interfacial interac-

tion in M1-GNS is much stronger than that in M2-GNS. This

obvious difference should also lead to the difference of their

electrochemical performances as anode materials for LIBs.

The GNS shows the higher specific capacity and better cyclic

stability. The first discharge capacity and reversible capacity of

GNS are 1928 and 753 mAhg21 (Fig. 9a), respectively. The

specific capacity decreases gradually to ca. 550 mAhg21 after 10

cycles and keeps it up at subsequent 40 cycles (Fig. 9d). The

theoretical specific capacity of Fe3O4-graphene composites

with 30 wt% graphene is ca. 873 mAhg21 calculated from the

theoretic capacity of Fe3O4 (924 mAhg21) and the first reversible

capacity of GNS (753 mAhg21). The first discharge and charge

capacities of Fe3O4 nanoparticles are 1272 and 951 mAhg21,

respectively. However, the capacity fades quickly, and only

112 mAhg21 remains after 50 cycles, indicating the poor cycle

performance.

After mixing with GNSs, M1-GNS electrode exhibits high cyclic

stability at a current density of 50 mAg21. Fig. 9b shows its

initial two charge-discharge profiles. The first discharge capacity

and reversible capacity are 1516 and 825 mAhg21, respectively.

The specific capacity shows a slight increase at the subsequent

cycles. The reversible capacity increases stably to ca. 951 mAhg21

without any capacity fading after 50 cycles (Fig. 9d).

M2-GNS electrode also exhibits high cyclic stability at

50 mAg21, although it was prepared only through the simple

ultrasonic mixing. The first discharge capacity and reversible

capacity are 1572 and 832 mAhg21 (Fig. 9c), respectively. The

higher first discharge capacity (1572 mAhg21) should be related

with the higher specific surface area of M2-GNS. After 50 cycles

the reversible capacity still maintains as high as 826 mAhg21,

which is ca. 99% of the first reversible capacity. Therefore, at low

current density M1-GNS has not exhibited more significant

advantages in cycle performance compared with M2-GNS.

Fig. 8 FTIR transmittance spectra of (a) GNS, (b) M1-GNS and (c)

residual graphene sheets from M1-GNS after removing Fe3O4 nanoparticles.

Fig. 9 The initial two charge/discharge curves of (a) original GNS, (b)

M1-GNS and (c) M2-GNS, and (d) cycling performance of M1-GNS, M2-

GNS, GNS, and Fe3O4 nanoparticles at the current density of 50 mAg21.
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It should be noted that a capacity rise with cycles occurs in

M1-GNS electrode. This phenomenon had been observed by

other researchers on carbon/iron oxide49 and Cu nanowires/

Fe3O4 anode materials,50 and was attributed to the formation of

gel-like films caused by decomposition of electrolyte.49 However,

it does not present in all of the C/iron oxide anode systems,6,7

including our M2-GNS, so the capacity increase should also be

related with the interfacial interaction between carbon (or Cu)

and iron oxide. The strong interfacial interaction in M1-GNS

possibly promotes the quick transfer of electron between

graphene and Fe3O4 to some extent as shown below, and leads

to the slight increase of specific capacity with cycle. Further

research is proceeding.

We also examined the electrochemical performance of the

Fe3O4/GNSs composite prepared by only a simple mechanical

blending without ultrasonication (see the ESI, Fig. S1{). Its

reversible capacity for the first cycle is ca. 825 mAhg21, and

fades gradually to 428 mAhg21 after 50 cycles. The cyclic

stability is improved compared with that of the pure Fe3O4

nanoparticles, but much lower than those of M1- and M2-GNS,

which should arise from that the aggregation of graphene layers

due to very strong van der Waals interactions decrease the

flexibility and connectivity of graphene network.8 This also

indicates the homogenous mixing between Fe3O4 and GNSs has

an important effect on the cycle performance of graphene-based

anode at low rate.

In further, the electrochemical performance of M2-GNS was

measured at higher current densities. Fig. 10a shows that the first

discharge and reversible capacities are ca. 1339 and 730 mAhg21,

respectively, at 500 mAg21 (ca. 0.6 C), possessing ca. 88% of

capacities at 50 mAg21. The reversible capacity decreases

gradually to 512 mAhg21 after 50 cycles (Fig. 10c). Even so,

this value is comparable to and even superior to those of other

carbon/Fe3O4 nanoparticles reported previously.6,7 Considering

the simple preparation method, it confirms the charming

properties of graphene once again. At 1 Ag21, the capacity

fading of M2-GNS becomes more obvious. The first discharge

capacity and reversible capacity are ca. 977 and 574 mAhg21

(Fig. 10a), respectively, but the capacity decrease quickly to only

119 mAhg21 after 50 cycles (Fig. 10d).

The most important advantage for M1-GNS is the out-

standing high-rate performance compared with M2-GNS. At

500 mAg21, the values of the first discharge (1346 mAhg21) and

reversible capacity (730 mAhg21) of M1-GNS are also almost

the same with those of M2-GNS (Fig. 10b). However, the cyclic

stability of M1-GNS is much better than that of M2-GNS. The

capacity of M1-GNS after 200 cycles is still up to 796 mAhg21

without any fading (Fig. 10c). At 1 Ag21, the reversible capacity

attains ca. 550 mAhg21 and still keeps 531 mAhg21 even after a

long cycle period of 300 cycles (Fig. 10d). At the higher current

density, the reversible capacity of M1-GNS decreases, but the

cyclic stability remains very well. The first discharge and

reversible capacity of M1-GNS is up to 1040 and 523 mAhg21

even at 2 Ag21 (ca. 2.3 C), and the capacity keeps at 335 mAhg21

after 300 cycles (Fig. 10d). It can be calculated that the capacity

fading is only ca. 0.6 mAhg21 per cycle at ca. 2.3 C. When the

current density is further improved to 5 Ag21 (ca. 5.7 C), the

reversible capacity attains 491 mAhg21 and remains 213 mAhg21

after 300 cycles (Fig. 10d). And the capacity fading is still less than

1 mAhg21 for one cycle.

It needs to be pointed out that both the specific capacity and

cyclic stability of M1-GNS at high rate are also superior to the

reported values of other carbon-based Fe3O4 composites,6,7 and

even graphene/Fe3O4 hybrids (See the ESI, Table S1{).13–16 For

example, very recently, Wang et al.13 reported that the Fe3O4/

graphene nanocomposite with a graphene content of 38.0 wt%

exhibits a capacity of ca. 650 mAhg21 at 100 mAg21 after the

100 cycles. Zhou et al.14 reported that graphene-wrapped Fe3O4

anode materials show a reversible capacity of ca. 580 mAhg21 at

700 mAg21 after 100 cycles. Zhang et al.15 reported that Fe3O4/

graphene composite exhibits a high initial reversible capacity

of 1030 mAhg21 at 0.1 C, but their capacity decreases to ca.

650 mAhg21 after 50 cycles. Indeed, these initial efforts have

improved obviously the electrochemical performance of Fe3O4,

but the reported results are only close to or a little higher than

that of M2-GNS, and lower than that of M1-GNS, especially at

high current density. This may be attributed mainly to the weak

interfacial interaction between Fe3O4 and graphene sheets in

these reports. It is worthy to note that their main preparation

procedures of Fe3O4/graphene composites were in the liquid

phase, where the lower reaction temperature may lead to the

difficulty of forming strongly covalent-bond link between

nanoparticles and graphene sheets.

To reveal in further the reasons for excellent high-rate per-

formance of M1-GNS, the kinetics of both M1- and M2-GNS

electrodes were investigated by the electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy measurement (see the ESI, Fig. S4{). By simula-

tion, it can be found that the film resistance (Rf) and charge-

transfer resistance (Rct) of M2-GNS are ca. 5.2 and 11.5 V,

respectively. Both the Rf (3.6 V) and Rct (6.8 V) of M1-GNS are

much lower than those of M2-GNS electrode, indicating the

formation of a better conductive network in M1-GNS. This

should be attributed to the stronger interaction between Fe3O4

nanoparticles and GNS in M1-GNS. The charge-transfer

resistance in Fe3O4/graphene hybrids involves the resistance in

the graphene basal plane (Rg) as well as that between Fe3O4 and

graphene sheets (RFeO-g). The Fe–O–C covalent link between

Fig. 10 The first charge/discharge curves of (a) M2-GNS, and (b) M1-

GNS, and (c, d) corresponding their cycling performance at various

current densities.
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Fe3O4 nanoparticles and GNS in M1-GNS can lead to the increase

of Rg in that the formation of covalent interrupts the large sp2

domain sizes.43 However, the covalent bond should decrease the

RFeO-g, because the charge transfer from graphene to Fe3O4 takes

place as shown in Raman spectrum (Fig. 6). The coupling of

the two factors eventually results in the higher conductivity of

M1-GNS than that of M2-GNS, so the electron transport between

Fe3O4 and graphene sheets is a limiting step. In addition, because

of the strong interaction, the active nanoparticles after cycles still

tightly and homogenously located at graphene sheets in spite of

their volume expansion (see the ESI, Fig. S5{).

Based on the analysis above, it is concluded that the

electrochemical performance of graphene-based composites with

metal oxide can be improved largely by adjusting the interaction

between graphene and metal oxide. In fact, the contact types of

nanocrystals to graphene nanosheets include the physisorption,

electrostatic binding, covalent bond and charge transfer interac-

tions. The exploration of these acting forces in oxide electrodes

would be beneficial for the improvement of the stability and rate

performance, and the design of new electrode material systems,

which will be necessary for the next research. In addition,

synthesis method of M1-GNS also possesses several striking

merits by compared with previous reports. First, the synthesis

process is very simple, and is easy to be applied in large-scale

preparation. Second, this process is eco-friendly and low-cost in

that no expensive and toxic organic metals and solvents are used.

Third, this method should also be extended easily to other metal

oxides (e.g.: CoO, NiO, and CuO).

Conclusions

In this work, we prepared Fe3O4/graphene-nanosheets compo-

sites by a facile in situ method, and showed experimentally that

Fe3O4 nanoparticles were contacted with graphene nanosheets

through the Fe–O–C bonds. For the first time, it was confirmed

that the strongly interfacial interaction endows the enhancement

of the electrical performance. The Fe3O4/GNS hybrid nanosheets

exhibit the excellent high-rate performance of 796 mAhg21 after

200 cycles at the current density of 500 mAg21 (ca. 0.6 C) and

531 mAhg21 after 300 cycles at 1 Ag21 (ca. 1.3 C). Our work

provides a detailed knowledge on the interfacial interaction

between metal oxide and graphene, points to a new key factor

affecting the lithium-ion batteries, and also opens up a suitable

strategy to improve the electrochemical performances of metal

oxide anode. This fundamental strategy should also be applic-

able to improve the electrochemical performance of anode

materials such as Co3O4, CuO and SnO2. In addition, it is also

promising to consider the influence of interfacial interaction on

the application of graphene/nanocrystal hybrids to other fields,

such as nanoelectronics, sensing, catalysis, fuel cells, solar cells,

and supercapacitors.
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